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ANTIPROTON-PROTON CROSS SECTIONS AT 1.0, 1.25, AND 2.0 Bev 

Charles A. Coombes 

Lawrence .Radiation Laboratory 
. University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 15, 1960 

ABSTRACT 

The u.ntiproton-pl'ulun interaction was studied at three ene:,rgies, 

2.0, .1.25 and 0.98 Bev. Antiprotons produced internally in the 

Bevatron and channeled externally by a system of bending magnets 

and quadrupoles were selected from background particles by using ...., 
a gas Cerenkov counter and scintillation counters. At the two lower 

energies, an electrostatic-magnetic velocity spectrometer was used 

to reject background particles. A liquid-hyd;r-ogen target was 

completely surrounded by scintillation counters so that all charged· 

seconP.aries from the antiproton-proton interactions could be detected. 

With the information obtained from these counters, the P-P total, 

elastic, inelastic, and charge-exchange .cross sections and. the angular 

. distribution of the elastic scatterings were obtained at each energy. 

The total cross section was found to be 80, 89, and 100mb at 2.0, 

1.25, and 0.98 Bev, respectively. The inelastic cross section was 

about two-thirds of the.total cross section at each energy. It was 

found that each of the partial cross se.ctions was dropping off slowly 

with ene.rgy. The results were. fitted by an optical-model calculation . 
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INTRODUCTION 

A detailed stuCly :of the antiproton-proton interac'tion· at 'high . . . 

energies can yield considerable information about' the structure of 

the m.icleon -as well as more kno~ledge abou't nuclea·i- for~es·. In the 

experiment described here, antiproton-proton cross se-ctions were 

measured at· 2.0 Bev. This energy is close to the highest energy 

pr.acti~able at the Bevatron if present time-of-flight methods are used, 

for the t'emporal separat{on of antiprotons from unwanted· particles 

within a reasonable distance becomes increasin,gly smail with P.nP.r gy. 

It is impossible to go to a: much higher energy·at the Bevatron by any 

. method, since the yield o'f antiprotons decreases rapidly with increas

ing energy and is expected to become zero at about 3 Bev. 

Me-~sure~ents of the eros s s.ections were· also made at 0. 98 and 

1.25 Bev. The cross sections were measured at 0.9=8 Bev iri·order 

to be able to directly compare the results' of this experiment with 

those of a_ similar experiment carri~d out earlier. ·The t~ird run 

was· made at 1. 25 Bev fo help fill in the eros s .:.·section energy curves. 

A fourth run 'had been planned. between L-25 arid 2 Bev,· b~t this could 

not be don.e in the Bevat~on time allotted. 

Following the discovery of the 
" - . 1 

antlproton, several experiments 
.d 2{3, 4, 5, 0 ho h 0 • were one 1n w 1c 1t was observed th·at antiprotons interacted 

much more strongly with nuclei than p'rotons did. 

The fi~st measurements of the antiproton-proton eros s sections 
I 6 

were ·done by Cork et al.'- in the energy range of 190 to 700 Mev, 

The results of this experiment, which was done using a 5-ft hydrogen 

t~rget and go~d geometry,. were that the antiprdton-proton total 

cross sect:lo~ was about tWice th~ 'proton-proton total cross section. 

These results were .followed by those of Chamberlain et a:i. who 

measured the antiproton-proton inelastic cross section at 4·5·0 Mev. 
7 

. J •· . . . 

· They used a Cerenkov counter as a target and a .difference rhetho_d 
. 1 . .. . .. 

(H20- z: 0 2) to ~alculate the antiproton-proton inelastic cross section. 
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The geometry was such that scatterings at angles smaller than 14 

deg could not be measured. The. inelastic cross section obtained by 

·chamberlain et al. 7 was about the same size as .the total cross section 

obtained by C~rk .et al. 6 ~or a. similar energy. Either·the elastic

scattering cross section was very ~ruall or an .error had been made 

in.one of the experiments. It has since been shown that the elastic

scattering cross section is a substantial part of the total cross se.ction. 

~he:refore, there is discrepancy between.the results of Cork et al. 

and ·chamber lain et al. Recently Elliof ct' al. completed ::~n P.xperi-
·s 

rnent which measured the cross sections at the same energy. If 

their .res~lts are correct, the total cross section rneasured by Cor]~ 

et al. was low, and the results of Chamberla.ill et al. were high. 

Measurements. of the eld~tlc Ul'ltiproton proton crQRR. sec:tion 

. which showed. that elastic scattering was a large fraction of the 
. . 9 10 

total cross.section were made by Agnew et al., Goldhaber et al., 
' ·. 11 . 

and Coombes et al. The results of Coombes et aL also gave the 

to~al. and partial (inelastic, charge-exchange, and elastic) cross 

~ectiqns in the energy range from 133 to 333 Mev" . The angular 

distributions of the elastic scatterings were also obtained, and it 

was shown that the. antiprotons were scattered mainly in the forward 
. . . 

directiqn. These results indicated a ~trongly absorptiv.e interaction 

with a radius of the order of 1. 5 .X. 10 -l ~ em. 

Two of the theoretical attempts .to explain the antiproton-proton 

intera.ctio~ are in good agreem,eht with the above-mentioned experi

mental results. One is the model of Ball and Chew, who used the 

Yukawa formalism and a potential that correctly describes the 

~ucleon-nucleon, interaction to calculate the different partial cross 
12 

sections. They assumed that the annihilation inter.action. is .caused 

by.the short-range abs~rbing core--a nucleon is considered to be a 

complex structure consistirig of a central core surrounded by a pion 

cloud. Each partial wave that gets through the centripetal barrier. is 

assumed to be attracted to the core and absorbed. Because the WKB 
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approximation was .used to calcul;:tte .the phase shifts -and. to es.timate 

the ·proba,bility of absorption .of ea~h partia,l wave,.: the_ method_ could 

.not be used. above about 20.0 Mev .... Fulco us.~d . .the phase shifts 

·calculated by Ball and. Chew to calcu1ate~the .angular-: distributions .qf 

.\the elastic .scattering.at 140 a,nd. 260 Mev. 
13 

··The se.cond .theory,that is .in good. agre~ment with.-e;xperiment is 
. 14 . " 

;one advanced:.by :Koba and ·.Takeda. They used _approximately,the 

same model of.interaction as ;that of· Ba,ll and Chew, .but .took .a much 

more -phenomenologice~.l approach. While .the results .. of Ba,ll and Chew 

are limited to )ow· energies, .. Lh~. rel:mlts .of Koba-. and_ Takeda a,re 

.. much. more. general and apply over a wide .. ra,.nge .of e;nergies... Their 

··model will be discussed in.the. Con,c_lusion--and ,_compCl.red with the results 

' of the experiment' described .in this pa:per. 
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ANTIPROTON· BEAM 

The antiprotons were produce.d . .internally in, the Beva,tron. by __ the 

primary. proton beam a_nd_ bent into the externa,l magnet. channel by 

:.·-the ·Bevatron _field (see Fig.· 1). The. radiofrequency. structure of 

the proton bea1n of the ·Bevatron. was removed by mak.ing-the bea,m 

· p·ass through a thin foil which caused the protons. to· lose. a s.mall 

amount of·the~r energy. 6 -'This loss.madethe proton bea·m phase

nnstabl~·. and. as -a result the beam spiraled into. the. target.· By. this 

··.technique, the ·secondary beam. was produced uniformly over. a 

·'period· of· 50 milliseconds, A different tar get was us·ed a,t ea,ch 

· •· .. momentum. · Thest! taL' gets. were located .s.o that thP. ne.gative particles 

·. S'elected. by,tlu:: e:J:Cternal system came off the. target.:in.the· forward 

.direction. As aresult 9 the antiproton yield w;:~.s dl·a rnaximum, and 

the apparent source .size was a minimum, ·.The targets were 1/2-in. 

by 3/8-in. by 6 in. and we~e made of beryllium. 

After emerging from the Be.vatron, the negative beam was 

steered into the following 8-in. aperture quadrupole, a
1

, by a 

deflecting magnet, c 1. By use of the magnet c
1 

and by use of 

different targets for each energy, it was possible to change momentum 

without changing the position of the external magnet systern. In the 

vertical plane, quadrupole a
1 

focused the beam from the target on 

a l-in. slit at the. t!HLJ.·ance to magn~t M, while in .thP. horizontal pl~ne 

_it focused,the beq.m on an .8-in. collimator (not shown in Fig .. 1) a,t 

the entrance to_ the quadrupole set a 2. Quadrupole Q
1 

was placed 

as close to the-target as possible in order to obtain the maximum 

solid angle of acceptance .. The .momentum spread in the beam, about 

±6%, was determined by the width o£ the horizontal. collimator and 

the dispersion produced by the Bevatron field. 

After a 1 , the beam passed though a 40ft-long velocity spec

trometer of the parallel-plc.~te .type.·
11 

Crossed electric (E) and 

magnetic fields. (H) allowed pa_rticles of a certain _velocity (~0=E/H) 
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Velocity 
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MU-18068 

Fig.· 1. Experimental a."rrangement. · Here c 1, c 2 and M 
ar.e deflecting magnets. Quadrupole set:S :01 and 0 2 

. have 8-in. apertures; Q3 -Q7 
have 4-in. apertures 

· Counters A through F are 4-'by 4- by 1/ 4-in. plastic 
scintillators used for time-of:-flight measurement. 
Counters G and H were 4-by 8-by 1/4-in. 
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to pass through With no deflection since. the electric and magnetic 

~forces just canceled each other. Pa;rticles with different velocities 

·were de.flected either up .or down •. The spe.ctrometer was set to give 

no deflection.to the antiprotons, while.faster particles: ( Trmesons, 

. K mes.ons) were deflected, vertically _by an .. nmount_ .. that dt:-.pP.nded,on 

their momentum,. p,. as shown by the relationship 

·y_.= 
e1 ~E 1 

2 cp 
~) 
13. 

(1_) 

where· y . ·is :the dista11ce deflected .(measured at the exit of the 

spectrouu::Ler a1'1d nc.glecting .secol"ln -order 'te!Ul.S ),. j3 -is. the velocity 

. uLLhe ,particle whose cha rgP.. is .e, and £ is :the effective length of 

the spectrometer .. ·Most of the fa::>Lt:l' particles. struck_the npper edge 

of the slit at the entrance to M and were absorbed .or degraded 

sufficiently so that they we.re removed from.the beam by the defle.cting 

magnet M. The spectrometer was used at 1.7 Bev/c and 2.0 Bev/c 

but not at 2. 8 Bev / c, since at this .momentum the amount the fast 

particles were deflected was small compared to the beam width. 

In the horizontal plane,_.the quadrupole Q2 acted as a field lens, 

redirecting particles of different morne11ta toward the center of the 

deflecting magnet M. Magnet M accurately, determined the average 

:tnomeulunl selected and. undid most of the di,s:persion .created by the 

Bevatron .. field •. Thus, .. it was able to direct the pa!ticles .o.f different 

rnomentn along the axis of the following iterated 4-in. -aperture quad.-:-. 

rupole. system (Q3 to 0
7

). 

The· transition .(without appreciable beam loss) from the 8-in. 

to the 4-in. quadrupole sys.tem was aided by several. factors. Can

celing the momentum.dispersion at the deflecting magnet M minimized 

the horizontal aperture required _beyond that point,. but in order to 

reduce the horizontal angular s.pread .sufficiently, the. 4-in. quad

rupole Q 3A was .necessary .. Since the product of the angular 

spread of the beam and the width of the beam is a constant by 

·• 
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Liouville'' s the:orern, the···.be~m .;..,idth in the<h~·rizontal direction was 

·increased by. Q 3:_A. The:·increase did.not re.duce the tra~smis sion of 

.the system~ . The angular· spre·ad in.th~ vertical dire~:tiop _was re.

du.ced .by-·the focusing in M ·and in .. QJA'· · .· 

.· The 4-in .. lenses were spaced as clos,e· _as .possible.to permit 

. the transmission of particles. with rather large ang\lla:r:. divergences, 

·. but:the over -all length had to be sufficiently,.long_ so that_ the-anti

protons could -be .identified by_ time..,of-flight. As a compromise be.

tween these .two •co~flicting requirements·, a. :length of: 88 .ft was 

·-chosen for the 4-in. ·system. 

· The ·bending magnet c 2 deflected .. the. beam slightly in .order to 

:eliminate .positive charged protons :produced· by_ collisions .of the 

mesons in the beam with protons in .the walls of the quadrupole and 

the terenkov counter.· At the hydrogen tar.get, the b~am cross se.ction 

was: about 2. by· 2 in. 
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ANTIPROTON YIEL]) AT THE ~EVATRON 

Table .1 gives .the yield.of antiprotons, n. mesons; and, I< 

mesons measured at'the .. end .of the magnet ·chann.el. . No,corrections 

:have be.en made. for coulomb scattering. ().·r. decay in ,flight. ~or the 

.. K'·s .the ·.fraction . .that decayed.in flight is givc.ri.in.the ·last coh1m.n. 

·· $ome. oL the particles counted .as K'· s. could ~have been. decay products 

. that de·cayed at. such a s·mall angle .that they were ;trans.mitted.by·the 

rn~~net syste.in. This. number was. srriall, .since the ene.r gy a.vailable 

inthe center.ofrnass.i::;.ld:r·ge for moot ofthe deF;;~.y prnc1ur.tf:3,·~wl 

the prqduqts can. come out at large angles. For pions, the number 

of. decays :in which .the decay product is ~ccepteu by the ~ystcm was 

·large, since there is very li.ttle center-of-n1.ass cncrgy.available to 

the muons. 

The solid_ curve in .. Fig .. 2.comes .from. a ·phase-space. calculation 

for.the yield of antiprotons from 6.1-Bev protons on protons. and 
15 . 

. from 6.1- Be.v protons on :neutrons.:·· 

PtP-PtP+P+P 

PtN-+PtP+PtN. 

(2) 

- (3-) 

-·· 
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Table I 

Beam chara,cteristics. The momentum. band width wa:s .. #Jo/o •. All 

quantities .except P (protons ·Striking_ the .target) were, mep.sur~d .at 

. the exit of the magnet channel and correspond to operation. with the 

spectrometer off. 'No corrections have. been made for decay in 

,flight. Operation. of the spect.rometer -at 360k.v rejects fast particles 

by the factor shown. 

Av:.erage_ 
¢16rnentum: 
(±3o/o) . 

. (Baw/c) 

1. 7 

. 2.0 

2.8 

solid 
angle 
(10_. 3 

sterad) . , 

0.40 

0._33 

0.50 

i 

P/P 
oo-12 
± 40o/o) 

60 

60 
15 

TT- /P 
oo-6 
± 40o/o) 

1.3 

1.2 

.0.9 

45±5 

48±5 

15±5 

o,o28 

0.015 

0.009 

Spec
trometer 
rejection 
factor 
(±30o/o) 

3 

2 

--·-·~------------------------"------
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The curv.e ;represents. the yield of antiprotons per incident proton, on 

.the target, per unit momentum spread,. and per acceptance .s.olid 

angle ... This curve is the sum of the curves for reactions. (2) · a,nd (3.) 

given by Fulco 
13 

with the exception that the yield given· by.- Fulco 

has been weighted accordingto the nion"lentum so that the yield is 

per momentum s:pread ~p/p .rather than per untt momepturn in

terval (.D.p) •.. The. experimental points .in Fig. 2 are the number of 
. . 6 11 12 

q._ntiprotonlil p~,. pi on ,meas.ur~.d-in. this and other expertments. ' ' 

- Differences. in.solid ~ngles and in1momentum spread between .. different 

experi~ents were compensated for by. using the a,ntiproton-pion ratio 

rather than the abs.olute yield of antiprotons, _::;ir~ce the number of 

antiprotons ·and the number of pionl::i uulh depend on·t:hcs.c quantities 

in the same way. To compare .the experimental points .directly. to 

the· .curve, we must corre.ct the variation of the pion yield with~ 

momer1tum. Since. the pion yield does not appear to change by more 

h f f "h . h . d d 6 •· 8, 11 t an a actor Q t.+ree overt e momentum range. cons1 ere , 

we can sta,te that..the phase-space .calculation .agrees with th.e. experi:!;; :.:.. 

mental resU:lts within an order of magnitude, For some of the experi

mental points,. the antiprotons were not produced in. the forward 

direction. The curves for the yields at different angles given in 

reference 13 .. were used .to normalize these points to. the gro_duction 

.curve .in the forward direction. . Only experimentl:i -Lhat l:r:teasur,ed 

.the yield at several momenta were considered, for in.this. way 

. systematic errors would sh.ow up. 
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<{ 

10 
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MU-18171 

Fig. 2, The number o"f antiprotons produced relative to the 
number of pions .produced at different momenta. The 
open circles are the results of this experiment. The 
solid circles are results of reference 8, squares 
reference 11, and triangles reference 6. The s.olid 
curve is the result of a phase-space calculation by. 
Chamberlain et aL (Nuovo cimento 3, 447 (1956). 
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GAS CERENKQV COUNTER 

Since there were from 10,000 to 100,000 pions for each 

antiproton, a gas C~renkov counter was used to help distinguish 

the antiprotons from the pions. Figure 3 shows a .cross-sectional 

cut of it. It was made of an pion pipe 6-ft long by 5-in. diam. The 

interior of the pipe was lined with highly reflecting anodized 

aluminum. In the center of the cross were two plane mirrors which 

reflected tho c'~,r:..tlnk~r light i11tn lPnses m .each arm of th!:! Cl~uss. 
Each of these lenses focused light from the mirro:r. onto an RCA 

68lOA photomultiplier. The output pulses of the two photon1.ultipliers 

were added to give one output pulse. 

Bccu.uoc metha.ne has a low 7. (r~.nd thus, does not cause much 

coulomb scattering) and because it has a fairly high index of re

fraction, it was used in the GOunter. The counter was tested at 

pressures up to 400 psLalthough in this experiment the counter was 

run at 200 psi. At this pres sure the index of refraction is .1.00 60 , 

which corresponds to a minimum f3 of 0. 994. Particles with 

velocities less than .0.994 did not count·in the counter, while particles 

with higher velocities did. A 1.2-Bev/c pion has this velocity; thus, 

in this experiment all pions and particles whose masses are less 

than that of the pion were counted by the .counter. 
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Photomultiplier 
tube 

4" Lucite lens 

6"Anodized AI 

cyli n d rica I mirror 

window 

MU-19943 

Fig. 3. Diagram of co~struction of the Gas. ~erenkov. 
cou~ter. 
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HYDROGEN TARGET 

A thin-walled liquid-hydrogen target 11 was .used in the 

cross-section measurements (see Fig. 4). The hydrogen flask 

was of 0.010:-in. -thick stainless steel, 12 in. long and 6 in. in 

diameter. In the evacuated spal:e surrounding the flask w~s a thin 

(0.003-in) copper heat shield held at liquid-nitrogen temperature. 

The outer vacuum wall, at room temperature, was made thin over 

a la1·ge solid angle in the forward dir~ction, so that antiprotons 

'scattered at angles tip to uOV i.u the laboratory ~tyst~rn r.n1ild e~;:;<,;ci.f:Jt! 

without passing through much material. Finally, the target was 

constructed in such a way that scinbllation counle.1.'S could 81.1rround 

the whole structure~ 

ELECTRONICS 

.Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the electronics used at 

2.8 Bev/c; the electronics at the other momenta were similar, The 

antiprotons were distinguished from the background pa1·ticles by 

means of three fast (resolution of 2Xlo- 9 se.conds) triple-coincidence 

units whose output pulses were mixed together in a slow (resolution 

of 10-
7 

sec) triple-coincidence unit. In two of the fast units, c
1 

and. C,, the time-of-flight counters (1/4-by 4-by 4-in. plastic 
-l... 

scintillators with RCA C7264 tubes) were approximately equally 

spaced over a 120-ft distance (see Figs.l a.nd 4). These units had 

a good rejection against two. particle accidentals, since two pions 

going through two of the counters at the right time to. simulate an 

. antiproton would not go through the third counter::-.at the right time. 

They also had a good rejection against a single fast particle being 

considered as an antiproton, since the distance between counters 

was large enough to distinguish the antiprotons from the other 

particles. The third unit, Cy had one counter at the front of the 

4~in. system and two at the end, Because the distance between the . . 
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Liquid N2 Jacket 

------- I 
~l ~Vacuum wall "'" I II-- V/// Heat shield I 

Liquid H2 flask '-.. 

~~ ~ I 

= --------\) 1 
,..,.---Q a, /( s, I 

~ Q 2 
______ 'd5 o4 3 ~ R, s21 

a Rro ' /R., 2 s31 
R~ --- /R3 . I ----- 54 

~---------R_a __ R_7 __ R_s ___ R_s __ I0~'-4--------------------~~ 
I- 6":::::1 

Fig. 4. Liquid-hydrogen target a·nd surrounding counters. 
The target flask of 0.01.0-in. stainless steel was 
surrounded by a 0.003-in. copper heat shield and a 
0.040-in. aluminum wall in the forward direction 
(gasket details are not. shown). Counters ~·..!• 0

1 through Q 5 , R 1 through R 10 , and s1 ·. : . -

through-~ were plastic scintillation co~nters. 

The lead was used to convert y-rays from lTO mesons. 

MU-19944 
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!o oscillu::.cope trigger 

l 

R 

/ 
O,R,S, t So To oscilloscope"Y" input 

signals 

-------
MU-19968 

Fig. 5. ·Block diagram of basic electronics used at 2 Bev. 
· A through H are time-of-flight scintillation counters; 

a, t, Q, R, arid ·s are scintillation counters that 
- detected the interactions of antiprotons· in hydrogen; 
c 1 through c 5 are coincidence circuits; D's are 
discriminators; the triangles are amplifiers; M is 
a· multichannel circuit in. which individual counter 
pulses were mixed for display on an oscilloscope; 
and M' is a Jl?.any-channel Circuit in which sum signals 
from the qifferent groups of counters were mixed. 

I 
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first counter and.the last two counters was quite l'arge, this unit 

had a ver.y good rejection against single fast particles. It was 

. subject to twofold accidentals, since .one particle goi"ng through the 

last two counters arid another going through the first counter .could 

simulate ~n antiproton. 
"" . . 

The· gas :Cerenkov counter was us-ed in 

anticoincidence in each of the· units. The outputs of these units 

were sent to discriminators and pulse shapers and theri.to the slow 

triple-coincidence unit. The output of the slow unit triggered an 

oscilloscope and a scaler, and a J:>ulse from it was considered to 

mean an antiproton had .ente.red the tar g~t. At the lower momenta, 

the counters G and H were not used, because the distance from 

A to· F was enough to identify the antiprotons. Also, only two 

fast triple-coincidence units were used. 

:The output of two of the fast triple-coincidence units were 

mixed.:t::~.~etA,-e~ in a fast coin.cidence unit (resolution·of 10-S sec} 

in.order .to obtain a fast gate for each antiproton incident on the 

hydrogen tar get.· A. multichannel coincidence mixer. M, made 

coincidences between the· fast antiproton gate and all the counters 

surrounding the hydrogen target. The 40 gated:..counter sigp.als 

were inSerted at points along two transmiss;ion lines, and the sig~als 

from the two lines were added together with opposite polarity so 

that when the signals were displayed·,Q.n ~ Tektronix-51? A oscilloscope, 

positive and negative pulses alternately appeared. In orde.r to. have 

a reference pulse, the antiprotbn gate was displayed on the oscilloscope. 

It was also used to help distinguish accidentals since, in general, 

an. accidental gate pulse was smaller than an antiproton gate pulse. 

The oscilloscope face was photographed on 35mm film moving at a 

' constant rate. The vertical position of the oscilloscope trace was 

displaced a few millimeters after each trace so that as many as 

10 antiprotons per Bevatron pulse could be photographed. 

Mixer M' formed all the possible coincidences between sum 

sig:nals of the different groups of counters, and the output of these 
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coinc;i.dences was sent to scalers .. Thus, the operation of the counters 

·and.electronics was continuously,monitored. Two monitors were 

.used to provide a check on the steering.of the primary .proton beam 

and the magnet channel. One .monitor consisted of a threefold 

counter teles.cope that looked at the internal target; it. monitored 

the ·beam "spil1out 11• A second coincidence between ,counters. E 

and F monitored the channel flux. 

TIME-OF. FLICH'!' .KJ!:~(ll .TTTT\.-JN 

In Fig. 6 the number of coincidences measured .is p~otted as 

a function of the amount of cable delay between the first and last 

co1mters. · The ordinate was normalized to a unit incident-pion 

flux. At 2.0 Bev/c, the K- -peak y1eld dropped off tu d .n::d.~unably 

··low level before the antiproton peak was reached. On the assumption 

.that the K-: curve at. 2.8 Bev / c continued .to dropcoff with cable delay 

as the 13 curve did, and.that it had the same general shape as at 

2.0 .Bev/c., the curve was extended as shown by the dotted line. 

Since the extension of.the K curve is just over a factor of 100 below 

the peak of. the P ·curve, the nu.mher::cfcoincidences frorn particles 

other than antiprotons ~NaS taken to be less than 1% of the nu~ber of 

coincidences from P. This fraction would produce an even smaller 

fractional error in the cross sections. The curve is narrower at 

· 2,8·Bev/c than at 2.0 Bev/c since at 2.8 Bev/c the discriminators 

were set more critically. 

The effectiveness of c
1

, c 2 , and c.
3 

can be seen from the 

.curves. Counter c 3 levels off at large delays at its twofold 

accidental rate. This leveling off does not mean .that . c 3 did not 

contribute anything to the identification of the antipro~ons; rather, 

many of the K mesons were rejected by c
3

, .but all of the K 1 s 

were not rejected since sometimes a pion went through the first 

cou:nte.r just at the right time for the combination of pion and K>'=' tci 

simulate an antiproton. 
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· Ttme of flight (m 1.1 sec) 
MU-19940. 

Fig. 6. Delay curve for time-of-flight counters at 
2.8 Bev/c. The curves labeled c 1, C2, and C3 
are outputs of threefold coincidence circuits. The 
bottom curve is a threefold coincidence between 
C 1, C2, and C~. The ordinate is normalized to 
the number of p1ons in the beam. The abscissa is 
the cable delay between G and F at 2.8 Bev/c. 
The point marked 1T- indicates the fraction of the 
pions that were counted when the cable delay was 
set for pions. 
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An. estimate of the efficiency_ of the gas .Cerenkov cou:J;l.ter can 

be .obtained from the delay curves. · When the gas counter was not 

used and the .cable .delay, was such that the system wa,s .set. to count 

pions,. the point marked 7T- was obtain.ed .. When the gas counter was 

used, the bottom ?Oint at 115 mjJ.sec was obtained. This dec.1.·ease 

· in counting rate gives an efficiency of 99. 99o/o for the gas .counter. 

Since most, and maybe all» of the counts registered when the gas 

counter was u::;eu n~~ulted.from K meioni, thP rr111ntP.r was ·r~a~ly 
- . v·· 

more .efficient than 99.99%. Because of the Cerenkov counter, 

there were rio background. counts from pions. when .the system was 

tun~ d.:~ for antiprotons. 

DATA .J:<.J!;!JUCTION 

The scanning of the film was made faster and easier than in 

previous experiments by the use of an IBM c~rd puncher. 
6 • 11 

. Through use of the card puncher, the information. contained on the 

photographs of th.e oscilloscope traces was transferre.d to IBM 

1cards. The IBM cards were mechanically sorted into many 

different categories .. Using the card puncher,. a scanner could scan 

as many -as 1000 antiproton events per hour. 
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DETE.CTION OF INTERACTIONS 

:th.e- diff~ren.t types C:f antiprqton=proton ihte.ract.ions that can 

tak~··place are (a) elastic scatterings. (b) inelastic scatterings 
. .. . . 

.(pion production) (c.) annihilations, and .(d) charge exchanges. 

To distinguis:h between these, one must consider many. different 

thing·s. 

Since antiproton annihilation~ usually give off many charged 

and.neutral secondaries, elastic scatterings can usually be dis-

ti~guished from annih:ll~tio;;s by observing the numbe~ of 1seco'ndaries. 

To distinguish armihilation~ from inelastic. scattering in which pions 

are produced is, in general, very difficult, sinc·e one must be able 

to determine whether or no(an antiparticle is present in the 

secondaries. 

Elastic scatterings can be .distinguished· by, the fact that the 

. two resulting particles -are coplanqr and. have a definite angular 

relationship. Thus, for an event with two secondaries, one .can 

.deter~inc wh..ether or llOt it is a scattering by measuri~g .the angles 

of 'the seco~daries and measuring whether or not the two particles 
·\ . 

are coplana
1
r with the incident particle. 

Charge.:.exchari'ges can be di~tinguished from other events by 

asce.rtaining that no charged or n'eutral mesons ·are given.off. 

In this experiment, the hydrogen target was completely 

surrounded by plastic scintillation counters. (see Fig.· 4) so that the 

number of charged sec.ondaries .could be measured, Alf:!O,. the 

counters -were ari-a,nged in such a way that the angle of the secondaries 

was well defined. ·The counters wer.e divided into five groups and 

labeled accordingly. All the counters were 1/ 4~in. -thick terphenyl

·loaded polystyrene sheet with the exception of the a counter, which 
··. 

was 1 =in. thick. 

Since aboU:t one-third of the pions produced are .neutral, a 

· i/2-in.. -thick layer of lead was placed between .the ·targ:et and 
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counter~:> R
9

, R10 ~ and a.·, This: lead converted y-rays from the 

neutral I'rl:esonS(nO -. 2y), thereby i;t·H::re.asing the ~etection 

efficiency of the system for ine.la.stic .eve~ts. _T.he thickness used 

was calculated to be the optimum ,for .con~erting .y-rays ~t~qut 
• • • " ' • • • ' '1. • : ·; • ,\ • 

appreciably atteJJ.uating_tll.e charg~d particles. Lead was no,t.used 
. . . : . ' 

to all angles, as -the material in the path of s_catte.red antipr~tons had 

to be kept small to minimize the nuz:nber of scattered ·antlprotons 

thr~t ann~hi.Late_d ih .the .mal~r.io.l ~5urrounding ·the targ€'t. 

The.± counter measured the fraction of the antiproton::; L~·ane-
-.: . . . . ; . ' . ·. . '· 

n1itted, and.corresponded to a good-geometry detector with which 
' • ' • • I 

the total cross section could be measured. . . . . . 

.;;~1rrmmding the ±. counter we:r:e four rin~ .counters called 

s which measured the small-angle differentlal-scatteriug c~ ue e 

section. For \G.'q:n event to ?e c~assified a~. a scattering into ~· one s 

counte.r and no other counters were seen. The exception to this rule 

.. was that pulses in . ~ CO\l~d occur with s 3 and s 4 , since R over

lapped ~ For scatterings into ~, the tecoil protons were not 

see.n as. they. did not have enough energy_ to get out of the target. 
. . . . ' . . 

The angle subtended by the a .counters was such that the only 

particles that cou~d be dete.cted by a were inelastic seco.ndaries 

emitted backwards in the center of mass. Thus, all events with an . . . . . . 
a count were consider.ed as inelastic events. 

, Through_ the use of the two sets. of count~rs, Q and R, .it 

was possible to qefine well the polar a.ngle of the secondaries-passing 
. . . . ' 

. ti:trough the counte_rs ... Counter :R was broken up into left and. right 

zones, and Q. was brok,enup in~Q up and down zones. Thus, the 

quadrant through which any particle pass.ed in going through .Q and 

R was ;known~ 

The recoil protons were seen for antiprotons that scattered 

. into R. For an event with an . R count to be clc;ts sifi~d as a 

s~attering,., ~he Q ,_ and R puls_es .had to be consistent with two 
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. ·particles .emerging. Moreo.ver,. th~.Jwo parti<;le:s had to go through 

opposite quadrants, and .their Irl.easured angles had .to be consistent 

with a. s.cattering. ·If an ·.event With observed secondaries did not fit 

.the neces sary.··requirernents 'to be a scattering ·e'vent. it was .considered 

to be an inelas.tic event·. 

.. Events .for. which no secondaries were obs.erved·were ·called' 

miss.es ,and .were considered to be .charge exchanges . 

. ' 
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· GALCU.LATIONS; _UNGER T AINTlES,. AND- CORRECTIONS 

A .. TotaJ 'cross -Secti'on~ 

The t.c:>tal c_rQSS _secti<?n, a":T' w~s, obtained. from the t;rans

mi:s sion with hydrogen in the t~:rgP.t, t1 . :anci w_}thhyd,rog~n o~t, . t
0

, 

.by 

·a 
T 

.... 
t 

=lin··~ .. 
N t. 

a .J 

(4) 

where Na wa.s the number of hydrogen aton~s per square centimetP.r, 

.Ifone takes.into account forward scattering into the traps

mission counter, t, the total cross section .has to be increa::H::d 

by: an amount 

2 2 
(I + R ·) dQ, . ( 5!.) 

where I ·and R are, resP.ectively,. the imaginary and. real parts of 

the forward s~attering amplitude, and the integral is taken over the 

solid angle subtended.by _! at the target. If the amount of potential 

scattering is assumed to be small in comparison to the amount of 

diffraction scattering, then R should be small with res:Pect to I, 

and R can be neglected in Eq. (5) .. Because the large-angle 

St:"rt.ttP.ring cross section is small, and because the angular distri

bution is .close to the black-disc distribution, the amount of potential 

scattering is probably small. Since the solid angle subtende.d by the 

.t counter was small, no account was taken of the variation .of I with 

angle. In this approximation Eq. (5) beconies 

(6) 

where I 0 is the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude 

and .t:.n is the solid angle of t at the target. 

Using the "optical theorem •i; 16 

aT 
I
0 

= (7) 
4n :>-.. 

·-
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a .. 
( T 

4 1TA 

.. 2. 

) _~::.q, (8) 

I 

where X. is the wave length of the .incident antiproton 'in .the .center·-

of mas-s .syste.m. 

B. Inelastic Cross· Section 

The inelastic .cross section, a in' is given. by: 

1 '.t 
ln ao a ... = 

lll 
N t 

.. 

a ai 

(9) 

where ta .is the fraction of th~ an~i-protons tha.t pas.sed.through the 

target witho~t undergoing .an inelastic .collision .. The subscrirts i 

and .o refer respectively.to.data taken with hydrogen in and .. out of 

.the tar get . 

. Several effects have to be . .taken into account to obtain t . from a 
the exper.imentally observed nnmbP.rR. This. fraction .is. not simply 

_given by 

. (10) 

I 

where ·Na is .the fraction .of antiprotons which· were obse.rved·to 

produc·e. inelaf:)tic events.· Corrections have to be made for: 

· . (a) the detec~ion .efficiency. of (e a) of the c·ounter system for 

·inelastic· events 

(b) th.e fraction of observed inelastic e:vents. that were elastic 

sc~ttered. antiprotons that annihilated in counters and sent secondaries 

-into other counters. (thereby appearing· a.s an inelastic event) .. 

The fa~tor -~a .i_$ given by 

t = . a 

·1-N /e .· a 'a-' · 

where the .term ~A .S is fraction of the .elastic scatterings that 
n.n 

annihilated .in the counters surrounding_ the hydr()gen target. 

(11) 
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. C. Elastic ·Scattering Cros·s -section 

The elastic-s.cattering cross section, a e' was given by 

1 

n 
a 

s = ~ 

{S. -. S
0

) , . 1 

all 
r.mu],Lt::J.'·S 

{ 12) 

{ 13) 

Here . s: , the .fraction of th~ antiprotons .that would have scattered 
n 

.into the nth .counter if .thr~ .. t was the only process possible, is relate .. d 

to the measu:ren frac:tion of antiprqtons that. scattered .into the nth 

r..mmter, N
5
·.l,. by the relaliuiishlp 
n 

s = .n 

N 
S· . 

{1 + n. ~ · N · --z- + 1Ji n+t ~- .e. 
. {14) 

t e (1-a ) 
a n n 

Here A is the fraction of the scatterings into .the nth counter which 
n 

annihilated, and e 
n 

The term t 
a 

is the detection efficiency of the nth counter. 

in Eq. (14) corrects for the fact that if an anti-

proton annihilated, it could not also have scattered into one of the 

counters.,. since it no longer existed. The le.rrn e e.orrcc.ts for n· 

antiprotons that scattered through holes· between the counters. The 

term {1-an) corrects for the fraction of the s.cattered anti:protons 

that-annihilated in the counters. 
. Ns ~ 

The term. { 1- ___:_n + . 
2 1":-~ n+l 

N.a 1 ), .. which .corrects for the 

thickness of the target; is in effect a plural scattering correction . 

. The origin of. this term can best be seen by_. considering a case where 

scattering is the only possible reaction. In that case, s is given by 
n 

N 

s = N {l + .n s. 
n 

s 
n 

2 

~ 
+ 1 ;::- n+ 1 N s1 ) ' · { 15) 



and S .is given by 
S = -Es = E 

n-
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N 2. 
s 

2 .. 

. N 

= N (1+ ~-) s . . 
: 2 

Thus, .the -s.cattering_cross .sec.tion.is given.by 

a e = 
·l 

N 
a 

which is the .expansion of the exact formula for a e 

t r.l-NSoj a e - . .£n 
· N l-N

8
. a · 1 

·where N
8

. is. small. Furthermore, the summation 

always. taken .over counters at angles larger ~han n . 

. (16) 

.( 1.8) 

E N ·was 
.£ =n+l .. Si 
on 

. Hence •. the summation terms could be considered as ·increasing the 

small-angle scatte.ring for the following re~s.on: . If an antiproton was 

scattered at- a lar·ge angle,. the .chance of it scattering back into one 

of the s.mall angle. counters was small. 

.. The differential-sc(ltte,ring eros s se.ction, 
da 
dn , . was .... gi-yen~by 

.s . - s 
da 1 . n1 ·no . ( 1_ 9 ) em= r;r- n 

a n 
where nn is :the .solid angle of the nth counter. If· ~g is integrated 

over. the total solid.angle,. the scattering .c.ros s section is. obtained. 

Since it was .impossible ·to-distinguish the antii:>roton.from the proton, 

all events were classified according _to the angle of the .forw~rd

scatte:red particle. Thus,. the angular distributions obtained .were 

the sums of.the·_forwa-rd -and ba.ckward.distributions . 

. The .values used for A ·and E are given in Table II. ,It · n · n 
. was ass.umed that they were energy-independent. Values for n 

n 
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Table II 

Values used. in .cross section,calculations. 
Quantities are defined in .the text. 

E 1-a N sni N n n n sno n 

sl 0.98 0.97 . 0.00937 . 0.00666 0.0485 

s2 0.99 . o. 97 .0.00671 0.00217 (>.0720 

.. s3 0.99 .0. 97 0.00584. 0.00237 0.0954 

s4 0.99 0.96 0.00500 0.00094 0.11 ~u 

R+Q 1.00 0.95 0.02349 0.00158 5. 91 

and N at 0 .. 98 ~ev are also given, .but the breakdoWn of the large= . sn 
angle points is not shown. 
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. D. Charge.=Exchange .Cross :Section 

Th·e charge-exchange cross section, a·CE' was· given by 

CJCE = 

.Nrrd. -a~· .· . . .·N:Sn.i (1-e n) 
. counters 

N -I: 
mo all 

counte.rs 

t ao 

N (1-e ) 
.sn·o n 

. (20) 
whe.re N is. the fraction of events· without any counts in any of the 

rn 
counter .. s.·. The summation terms correct for scatterings :that went 

between the counte.rs· and were counted as misses,. and ta corrects 

. for the fact that ·if an· antiprot,on underwent annihilation, it. could .not 

have charge·-exchanged or be detected as .such. 

·E. Uncertainties and.Corrections 

The ·main -uncertainty in all of the eros s .se~tions, with the 

exception o.f the charge-exchange cross section, was the statistical 

unc~rtainty, There were other source's of errors present, and·.the 

uncertainties arising from these errors were compounded with the 

·statistical uncertainty by taking the square root of the sum of the 

squ~res of all the uncertainties 0 

. When a particle was. scattered at an angle larger than 150 deg 

.in the center of mass, it had a very low energy and was absorbed by 

. the target or surrounding material. . If this. backward-scattered 

particle was an· antiproton, its absorption would ·result. in its annihila

tion, . and .this annihilation could not .be dist'inguished from a normal 

a,nnihilation. Thus, all antiprotons which were scattered at angles 

larger.than 150 deg could n,ot. be .. detecte~ a~ .s,uch. From a low value 

... of the .diffe.rential s.cattering at large angles the. correction for this 

.~£feet. was taken .to .. be ~ess than .1mb. 
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The possibility that some inela,stic events were classified as 

scatterings is .small for two reasons .. The n1:0st important one is that 

the average number of secondaries from the inelastic events was 

··la-rge and the detection efficiency was high; The ·other argument 

depends upon the good angula.1· resolution of our counte:r system. 

From the angular distribution of one- and two-particle events that 

were not classified as scatterings, an estimate was made ofthe 

fraction o£ thesP P.vP.nts that:l?~nt secon,daries at just the right angle 

to simulate a scattering. · F1:on1. the nl,lmber of ine.J.::~i'lt.ic:. even~:;; vi 

this type and :the number of elastic scatterings, it was then calculated 

·that less than 5o/o of the scatterings were inelastic eyento •. 

There was .. a.n uncertainty in the nun1.ber of charge-exch::~:nges 

because of an uncertainty in the number o£ missed elastic and inelasth; 

events. The estimate of .the uncertainty in the number of missed 

scatt~rings was.obtained by assuming that (1-t: ) was 50% uncertain. 
. .. . n 
Since the a counters counted only. particles from inelastic events, . . - ~ . . . . . . 

it was used to measure an upper limit on th·e detection efficiency of 

the system for inelastic events. Any event that sent a particle into 
' . . . ·. 

a also must have sent partiCle s into the other counter 41. in order 

to have conserved momentum. By measuring how often these other . 

counters counted, we obtained a measure of the detection efficiency 

of the syst.ern for inelastic events; less than 1% o£ the inelastic 

events were misses. 

One !?articular type of event that could have been mi!:>taken for 

a charge-exchange event is 

P + P- N + N + 'ITO {21) 
0 with 'the y-rays from the 'IT corning·forward and not going through 

the lead around the target. From the value for the charged-pion 

production eros s section estirnated helow ·and by ·assuming the neutral 

pion cross section·to be less we estimate that the error from this 

effect is less than 1mb. 
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RESULTS 

The results of this experiment are given in Table III. 

Figures 7. through 11 show these- results along with results from 

. other experiments. The eros s sections at 0. 98 Bev agree reasonably 

with the high-energy points of ElliofLeJ:al. 8 Each :of the different 

cross sections drops off slowly with increasing energy. and approxi

mately with the inverse first power of the velocity, with .the exception 

of the charge-exchange.cross section, which remains·about the same. 

The cross sect~on for production of one charged pion. by 

p + p· -+ p + N + ,/ (22) 

or 
P + P .....;. N + P + n (23) 

was estimated to be about 6 mb at each energy. This estim,ate was 

obtained. from the number of ·detected one- and two-particle ~vents 

inconsistent with being a s~atterin.g or an annihil~tion .. The. cros·s 

section could be larger than this. estimate, . since .only events w:ith 

detected secondaries going into the forward hemisphere were used. 

Converseiy, it could be less, since there .could have been other 

events in which only one or two particles were seen in the forward, 

. hemisphere,· such as scatterings that annihilated in the. counters, . 

annihilations in which all the particles wer·e .n:bt .seen, and annihilation 

into two charged pions with both pions coming forward. Considering 

these effects and the data, we estimate that this cross section might 

be in error as much as 3 mb. in either direction. 

-------- -------
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Fig. 7. Energy dependence of total, elastic , and 
charge-exchange p-p cross sections. Results 
of this experiment are indicated by open· cirCles. 
The solid circles are from reference 8, squares 
from reference 11, open triangle from reference 
6, and solid triangle from reference 9. For. 
comparison, p-p and p-n total eros~ sections are· 
shown. The uncertainties are both statistical and · 
instrumental in origin. 
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Fig. 8. Energy dependence of inelasti,c p-p eros s 
sections. Results of this experiment are indicated 
by open circles. The solid ci:rcles are from 
reference 8, open squares from reference 11, and 
the solid triangle from reference 9. The solid 
square is the annihilation eros s section from 
reference 7. The curve is from the model of Koba 
and Takeda· (reference 14) . 
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Fig. 9. Angular distributions of the elastic scatterings 
at 0.'98 Bev. The zero-degree point was obtained 
from the measured total cross section with the help 
of the optical theorem. It is a minimum value, as 
is predicted for a purely absorptive interaction. 
The curves are from an optical-model calculation 
described in the text. Indicated. uncertainties are 
statistical only. 
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Fig. 10. Angular distribution of the elastic scatterings 
at 1.25 Bev. 
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Fig~ 11. · Angular distribution of the elastic s.cattering 
·at .2.0 Bev. 
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Table III 

Antiproton-proton cros·s sections 

Kinetic Total Observed Minimum Forward· Corrected Charge- Inelastic 
energy cross elastic cutoff scattering elastic exch.ange cross 

(Mev) section cross angle correction cross cross ·section 
(mb) section (deg c.· m. ) (mb) section section (rrib) 

(mb) (mb) (mb) 

0.98 100±3 31 . 5.4 2 33±2 5+1 
-1.5 

. 6-2±~ 
I 

~ 
0 

1.25 89±4 26 . 5. 7 2 28±2 4±1 57±4 

200 80±6 22 6.3 3 25±4 6+2 
-3 49±6 
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OPTICAL MODEL 

There is one 'very noticeable .difference between t~e, hi:gl}

energy data of this experiment and low-energy data. At l9w energies 

.the inelastic cross s~ction is ·about the. same siz~ as the.el~stic 

cross section, .while at high energies .the inela~tic cross section.is 

twice the. elastic eros s. section. Furthermore,. the angular distributions 

at these .high energies differ considerably from those obtained at low 

energies. 
11 

Because of these differences,. it was felt that an optical

model fit to the data would be appropriate. 
17 

The optical model of Fern bach, Serber, and Taylor was 

used to fit the data, In ,this muc.ld lht:: iule1·action is described in terms 

of a complex index .uf ref1·action, the real part producing_ the phase 

. shift, and the imaginary part the absorption. For an incident wave 

.of unit amplitude and z.ero phase shift the amplitude of scattering, 

f( 8), .into an angle 8 is given by 

a 

f(G) = k [ (1-iiei<j>) J
0 

(kp sin G) pdp 

0 

(24) 

where p . is the projected distance from the center of the interaction 

measured on a plane perpendicular to the direction of the incident 

particle whose wave number is k, J
0 

is the zeroth-order Bessel 

function, and a and <j> are respectively the amplitude and phase 

shift of the transmitted wave. Both a. and <j> are functions of p. 

The elastic and absorption cross sections ar'e given respectivelyby 

(25) 

and 
.:a 

CJ a·= Z1T;: 2 
(1-a ) pdp . (26) 

These equc;ttions a.re most easily. solved by using the black-or gray-

disk models. Here,. it is assumed that <j> = 0 and a is a constant, 

a
0

, out to some radius. R and.is.unityfrom R ou,t to infinity .. This 
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. . . . 2 
·.model corresponds .to a .disk of radius R that absorbs (l-a

0 
) of the 

particles .pa:ssing-through it .. It is said to be a black disk if the total 

absorption oJ particles hitting the· dis'k, a 0, is zero~· For. this' 

.model,.· Eqs. (24) through (26)· reduce to · · · 

and 

J 
1 

(kRsin 8) 

kR sin 8 

'2 2 
ae = (l-a0 ) TIR 

(27) 

(28) 

2 2 
a a.= (1- a 0 ) TIR . . (29) 

where J l is the first-order Be-ssel function. _The s6lid, c~rve's in 

Figs. 9, 10, and 11 are a fit to the data bythis -model, using_the value 

of the paramete.rs given in- Table IV. Here a
0 

. and· .R were determined . 

by ;the values a e and a a rather than by finding the best fit to the 

angular distribution. The .value used for a was the s.um of.the . . c 
inelastic and charge-exchange cross sections; thus, the zero degree 

point had to ·be the s~me as obtained,f.rou1 the total cross section. 

Sin 8 was replaced .by 2 sin 8/2 in· the calculations. 
18 

One .reason is 

:that 2 k·R sin fJ/2 ·always seems to fit the data better. Another reason 

is for ·small angles · 2 k R sin 8/2 :x;edu,ce·s-to k R sin .8 so there 

.isn't anychange, andfor large angles.where.the theory-is;nbt·~s _g.ooCJ,, 

2 ·.k sin 8/2 is a better parameter ·as it repres.ents the momentum 

transfe.r,. the quantity.used .in-most theories. 

From the sohd curves in.-Figs. _ 9, 10, and 11, one.can:see 

.that although :the gray disk_fits the small-angle points, it gives too 

sharp a cut-off. If a s~all amount of phas.e. shift is added .(cj>:{d), a 

better fit can be obtained. For a go.od fit, the phase shift would_ have 

t~ be such that it produced only a fraction of a millibarn of'scattering 

at large angles and about 3 to 5 mb at angles about the minimums in 

the gray-disk .curves and. smaller angles. It does not seem likely that 

the real scattering would have an angular distribution-like this. 
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The model. that was used .. to obtain a good fit to the .data was 

that of a perfectly, black .disk (a =:= 0} of radjus ·R su,rro~nded by a 

structure whose ~pacity .falls off as a gaussian. This model can be 

expressed in.terms of a and <1> by 

(30) 

. (31} 

surrounded .by. a pion cloud .that doe.s not produce a phase -shift and 

has. an .interaction density that drops off exponentially with the distance 

from. the core. The eros s sections -are .then .given .by placing .conditions 

.(30"} and (31) into .l!.:qs. (2.4) a.nd (26.) and lnlt:g1·atllig: 

TT R
0 

2 1 2 
(32) ae = + TT Po 

2 
/ 

I 
2. . 3· 2 

a = TT .. R
0 + TT Po . (33) 

a 2 

. The values of p
0 

and R
0 

obtained using this method are given in 

.Table IV. From these values for p
0 

apd R
0

, f (8) was calculated 

for the different energies, and the resulting distribution is shown as 

·the dashed c:urve; in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. 

For this model, the. expression for f(8) can be hroke.n upinto 

two parts, 

One part comes from the black disk, 
·R 

£(9)
1 
~ io J 

0 
(k p sin 9) pdp 

0 

J.l (k R sin 8) 
= k R

2 

k R sin 8 

(34) 

(35) 

(36} 
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.__j· 

Table IV 
• j '·~ 

Valu~~ used .for paran:eters ~z:l the optical-model calculations .. The 

.errors are derived from. the e'rrors in the s:catte.ring cross .section. 

Kinetic 
energy 
: (Mev) 

0.98 

1.25 

·2.00 

0.34±.03 

0.37±.03 

0. 38±.07 

.. R . 
-13 

( 10 ern), 

·1.. 5 5 ;1:. 0 2 . 

.1.50±.02 

. 1.43±.04 

. Ro .... , .... 
-1'3 

(10. c.m) 

0. 73±.06 

0.,6.1±.08 

0.57±.17 

. f.o 
-13 

:(10 em) 

1.03±.03 

.!1.02±.03 

. 0. 98±:07 

f,. 
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and one come~ _from the surrounding cloud, .. 

. t('P2 - RO 2} ]· 
J 

0 
(k p sin 8} exp --p-

0

....---. pdp . 

To be able to integrate Eq. (37), we replace J
0 

{k p sin 8} by its 

'infinite-series expansion (the method used here is taken from the 

t. .. , . t . 19) h . ;rnP. ,hod used m WiittSQn or a. similar u~.~egral, · .. Thus, we u.vo 

R 2 (-l.}m ( 1 k . ll)2m · ~ 

(37} 

( ___Q_} ~ 2. sm o. j' 2m+l p 2 · 
f(2)ll "" k exp ) p exp,..( -.) dp . 

·po L tn! r (m+l) a 0 Po . 

(38) 

After ip.tegrating by parts, .one obtains 

ex:. 

£(8) = 
1 k p 

2 R .2 

L (-l)m 1 . 8 )2m ·exp ) k Po s1n. 
II 2 0 

m! 2 Po 
m=O 

m 
R 

2n 
~ 1 
2_ . n~ 

(_Q_) 

n=O Po 

(39} 

which reduces to 

£(0) = 1 
k Po 

2 1 k p
0 

sin 8) 2 
(40) - exp-

2 2 

for the case where R
0 

is zero ,with no hard core. Equation (39) can 

be re.grouped and written as 

110 

~ 1 

2__ n! 
n=1 

an[ n_ -1 
) ~ 

ho 
sin (41) 
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For small values o.f (} and for cases .with R
0 

< p
0

,. the series 'in 

: Eq. ;{40) converges rapidly, and only a small number of terms need 

be considered .. Eyen at large angles, only three qr four terms had 

to be.considered at 1.0 Bev and 1.25·Bev, while at 2.0 Bey seven 

terms were used. The value of the differential-s.cattering cross 

section at large angles was never larger. than ;,t few tenths of a 

millibarn, and s~nce it was so small, it was .not plotted in Figs. 9, 

10 and 11. -.In the calculations, s.in. (} was replaced by. 2 sin 8/2 .for 

the same reasons as mentioned before . 

.An exponential fall with the first.power of.the distance might 

be thought of as theoretically more appropriate than that of the 

second power used above, since the first powe_r is us.ed in the Yukawa 

potential. ·It was not -us.ed here for two reas.ons. One is that the value 

of the fall-off parameter used in the Yukawa potential does not give a 

good fit to the elastic and inelastic cross sections;. it is a factor of 

3 or 4 larger than the value needed,to obtain a good fit. The other 

reason is that the calculations. of the angular distributions were much 

more difficult. The ;,tbove method could not be used,. because ·the 

. series .obtained by using this method did not converge very rapidly. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A model of a black disk surrounded by a structure .whose 

opacity falls .off expone.nti<Hly with the P.rojected distance 'from the 

disk seems to fit the data fairly well. Since the parameters .involved 

·were dete·rmined by the elastic and inelastic eros s s.ections,. the only 

restriction placed .on.the' angular distribution was that it should add 

up to the total elastic cross section. Thus,. the good fit· is more 

signific::ant. than that of on.e made by, varying .several parameters until 

a fit is obtained. By adding a small amount of phase shift (about 

3 or 4 deg)·the.calculated scatteringcould have been.made to fit the 

data at large angles without appreciably. changing, the angular distribu

tinn at small ~n,gles.· It should be pointed out that these distrib~tions 

are .considerably different from those at low~r energ1es. In. the 

energy. range of 133 to 333 Me.v, it was found that ·the angular distribu

tions could be fitted.by a perfectly black disc. ll At 500 Me.v, .it was 

·also found that the angular distribution could be fitted by a black disk. 
20 

·The change ·from a totally absorbing type of interaction at 

lower energies to a partially absorbing interaction at energies used 

in this experiment ·is not only shown by the angular distribution but 

also by the ratio of inelastic to elastic cross se.ctions. A total 

absorbing interaction gives a one-to-one ratio of inelastic to elastic 

which should be compared to the ratio of two-to-one found in this 

experiment. One possible reason for this ef.fect is that at low energies 

any antiproton that comes within the range of the pion exchange force 

is .drawn into the core .and is annihilated, while at high energies the 

force .does not always act long enough to draw the -antiproton into the. core·. 

A model that gives fair agreement with the annihilation.cross 

section is the model of Koba and Takeda; 
14 

·They considered. the 

nucleon.to be made up. of two parts--an absorbing core .surrounded 

.by a pion .cloud- -and considered that an antiproton and proton 
. . 

annihilate whenever their cores touch. In this model, the .radius of 

interaction.is .made larger because of partial absorption of each of the 

') 
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partial waves, an ~ffect. that can be interpreted as extending the. 

distance that an antiproton ca,n be from a proton ·and still. annihilate 

with it.· The range to which it can reach is determine.d by the wave 

· le~gth of the antiproton in the center of ~ass _,( and the ·radi.t{s o(the · 

core, .. a0 •. The absorption cross section, a a'· is. then given by 

u a = (42) 

-13 
.The solid curve in Fig. 8 is a.plot of Eq. (42) for R

0
.= 0.9 X 10 em. 

The high-energy points may be above the curve because qf pion 

·production (inelastic scatterings), which this theory. does not take into 

·account •. Thus, in :order for the theory to fit the data, 'the pion 

production.cross section.must be about 10 to 15mb. A point .iri favor 

ofthis argument is .that it gives a ·production.cross section .that is ·. 

constant with energy, a charcitcteristic that is common .to the proton:.. 

· J>roton and proton-neutron interaction. 

At hl.gh energies there is a general lack of theories to which 

the results .can be .compared~ One .of thP.. :re;,~.sons l.s the dif~culty 

involved in any. calculation at high energies because of the. large 

number of partial waves that need .to be considered. Methods like· 

. that of the "Optical Model", which averages over all the partial 

waves, must be used. 

·The most. noticeable characteristics about the eros s sections . . 
.. are the large radius needed to fit them and the slow rate at which 

they. are dropping off with increasing energy. At high energies the 

annihilation. cross section should approach the size ·of the core that is 

expected to.have a radius equal to the Compton wave length of the· 

prot'ori. The .radii determined ·by the optical-model calculations are 

. much larger than the Compton wave length of the proton (about 0.2~10-l~ 
Large values for the nucleon radius have been observed in other 

experiments. A radius of about 0.8X.l0 -l 3 em was found in electron-

t tt . 21 M 'th· hi h . 22, 23 ·pro on sea enng, easurements Wl g energy protons 
. . 24-27 

and p10ns give a similar size. 

·:'. 
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